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Rebel Princess Guide (She-Ra)
Origin of a Hero (She-Ra Chapter Book #1)
Celebrating the artwork of John Romita Jr, a legend in his own
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Tony Stark battles alcoholism! Spider-Man battles the Juggernaut
though the streets of New York! The dawn of a New Universe!
Daredevil and Kingpin celebrate Christmas! The Punisher joins the
mafia! Also featuring the Hulk, Magneto, Professor X, a masterful
retelling of Daredevil's origin, and more! Collects Amazing SpiderMan #229-230, #36, Annual #11, Iron Man #128 & #256,
Uncanny X-Men #183 & #309, Star Brand #1, Daredevil #253,
Punisher War Zone #1, Daredevil: Man Without Fear #1-2 and
Hulk #25 & #34

RuinWorld: Eye for an Eye
Universally acclaimed for their compelling narrative, their fresh
insights, and their objective renderings of Winston Churchill's life,
The Last Lion trilogy presents a revelatory and unparalleled portrait
of this brilliant, flawed, and dynamic adventurer, aristocrat, soldier,
and statesman. Born at the end of the 19th century when Imperial
Britain still stood at the splendid pinnacle of her power, Churchill
would witness the shift a few years later as the Empire hovered on
the brink of a catastrophic new era. One of the greatest wartime
leaders of our time, he would go on to stand alone, politically
isolated in Parliament, as he took the lead in warning of the growing
Nazi threat, and would lead Britain to victory against Nazi
Germany and the Axis powers in World War II. Now, celebrated
historian William Manchester's landmark biographies are collected
together for the first time, along with the eagerly anticipated final
installment Churchill's last years in power. More than thirty years in
the making, The Last Lion is the definitive work on this remarkable
man whose courageous vision guided the destiny of a nation during
darkly troubled times-and who looms as one of the greatest figures
of our century.
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When Skeletor uses a powerful storm to move the Castle Grayskull
to the Land of Shadows, He-Man and his companions rush to
prevent the evil wizard from learning the castle's secrets.

Cosplay Concepts
The iconic heroine She-Ra is back! Discover the origin of a hero in
this first chapter book set in the world of She-Ra, just in time for the
reboot of the series on Netflix.

Rosetta
Part biography, part historical and cultural study, this richly
illustrated volume uncovers in fascinating detail the childhood that
Princess Victoria actually lived. Vallone shows readers a new
Victoria--a lively and passionate girl very different from the iconic,
dour widow of the queen's later life. 50 illustrations, 15 in color.

DC Universe Vs. Masters of the Universe
Every event in the history of the DC Universe has been leading to
this! The final chapter of the greatest adventure of all time is here!
Who are the mystic Justice League of Earth-13 and what role does
their leader Super Demon play in the crisis rising all around them?
What shocking secret motivates the dark, nightmare henchmen
known as The Gentry? And what is the final fate of Nix Uotan--the
Super-God?!

Daughter of Smoke & Bone
Based on the hit Netflix show from the head writer of Avatar: The
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fan needs to know about the magical world of The Dragon Prince!
The Art of Disney's Dragons
Becoming Victoria
Presents sketches for the Star Destroyer, the Life Pod, the
Skyhopper, and other Star Wars spacecraft, which served as the
basis for models of vehicles used in the film

Instructions
The most comprehensive volume of its kind, Gray's Dictionary of
British Women Artists offers extensively-researched biographies of
some of the most significant female contributors to British art.This
volume will make a valuable contribution to the study of art history.
It will also provide readers with significant insight into a longneglected aspect of history - the lives and achievements of women
artists. Each entry provides key biographical information, as well as
(where possible) commentaryon the artist's studies, lifestyle, travels
and family. Entries also detail significant works, exhibitions and
membership of societies. Gray's introduction provides a useful
context to the biographies.

Haunt
"Kara is a Lilliputian girl who lives with her parents in an old doll
house, hidden away in the back of an old shed. Isolated her entire
life, she has few Lilliputian friends her own age, and even less
experience with the world around her. Everything she knows has
been learned either first hand, or taught to her by her parents. But
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house her family lives by. Will Kara make a new friend? Or is
something darker, possibly more dangerous waiting there for her?
7" Kara is an ongoing watercolor children's comic. Collected in this
volume are the first four chapters, a bonus story, and a selection of
the concept art."--Back cover.

Flash Gordon
After narrowly escaping his last battle with He-Man, Skeletor has
fled to the most unexpected realm to recover: EARTH! Once there,
he sets a plan in motion to siphon off Earth's core magic. Forging an
unlikely hunting party, He-Man and company must find a way to
stop Skeletor and his mysterious new master - but, instead, find
themselves at odds with the heroes of the DC Universe!

The Art of He-Man and the Masters of the Universe
Don't miss the first epic She-Ra and the Princesses of Power graphic
novel, based on stories by showrunner Noelle Stevenson! Even after
everything that's happened, the world outside the Horde's walls is
still a strange one to Adora. Each day she's learning more about her
growing powers as She-Ra, including something new: the ability to
heal corrupted runestones. Runestones are the magical source from
which princesses like Frosta, Mermista, and Perfuma draw their
power, but Glimmer knows of another runestone -- one with a dark
past. Long ago a fire princess ruled the lands to the west, until her
thirst for power corrupted her, and led to the ruin of her kingdom.
Glimmer thinks the lost fire runestone could give the Rebellion an
edge in the fight against the Horde, but claiming this ancient power
won't be easy especially not when the Horde has their eyes set on
the same prize. Don't miss this original graphic novel based on
stories by She-Ra showrunner and New York Times bestselling
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Paulina Ganucheau!
Apes and Babes
A Dictionary of Artists of the English School
Restricted to 4,000 copies, The Art of He-Man and the Masters of
the Universe Limited Edition comes packaged in a deluxe Castle
Grayskull slipcase, with an exclusive foil embossed cover and
portfolio print, coming in at just under 400 pages with commentary
written by Tim & Steve Seeley. In 1982, the world was introduced
to He-Man and Masters of the Universe. What followed was a
cultural sensation that changed the landscape of children's
entertainment forever! Join Mattel and Dark Horse in this
comprehensive retrospective chronicling the decades-long epic
journey of He-Man from toy, to television, to film, to a true pop
culture phenomenon! The Art of He-Man and the Masters of the
Universe includes rarely seen images of concept sketches,
prototypes, and more from Mattel's archives. Featuring beautifully
restored art from master illustrator Earl Norem - celebrated artist of
the most memorable He-Man images, interviews with Dolph
Lundgren, Paul Dini, Erika Scheimer, and many more! -from
publisher.

Star Wars
Mysteries of Mind
A Star Wars adventure set between A New Hope and The Empire
Strikes Back. When an Imperial power-play lands an Imperial
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Realm Keepers: Episode Three
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed
love begins to bloom in the first book of the New York Times
bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by award-winning author Laini
Taylor. Around the world, black handprints are appearing on
doorways, scorched there by winged strangers who have crept
through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of
human teeth grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of
Prague, a young art student is about to be caught up in a brutal
otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with
monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to disappearing
on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages -- not all of
them human; and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her
head that color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts her,
and she's about to find out. When one of the strangers -- beautiful,
haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in
Marrakesh, the result is blood and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a
star-crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will
Karou live to regret learning the truth about herself?

The Dictionary of British Women Artists
The Thief of Castle Grayskull
The epic series comes to the only conclusion possible: all-out war
against Mumm-Ra and Skeletor! He-Man and Lion-O confront the
diabolical duo in the heart of the magical, mystical Castle Grayskull,
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The Fire Never Goes Out
Imagine if one sketchbook had been passed down through the
decades from one Disney artist to the next, with each one making a
contribution before leaving it in the talented hands of another. That
idea was the inspiration for The Art of Disney's Dragons. The
drawings contained within this volume represent the entire range of
dragon-themed development art from animators, live-action studio
artists, and Imagineers. Inside find playful pencil studies of Mushu;
color concepts on Figment (who was green before he became
purple!); bold pencil layouts on Maleficent, and the latest character
explorations of Elliot from the new Spring/Summer 2016 liveaction film Pete's Dragon. Tom Bancroft, often recognized in
Disney circles as being lead animator on Mushu the dragon in
Mulan, writes the book's introductory essay.

The Legend of the Fire Princess (She-Ra Graphic Novel
#1)
An Alliance terrorist is on the loose and it's up to the Alliance and
it's new allies to find him and stop him.

Steve Rogers
It’s every adventurer for themselves in the Ruinlands! Join Pogo
and Rex as they set out on a quest to hunt for valuable artifacts and
magical weapons across the land. Along with plenty of not-always
faithful companions, our heroes must battle dangerous tribes of
Toadies, survive giant stone Golems, and stop a catastrophic worldending disaster, all while evading a cunning gang of thieves trying in
a race to the biggest treasure of all time. Cartoonist Derek Laufman
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Rex and Pogo misadventure their way across the Ruinlands, facing
dangerous foes and fair-weather friends alike!

The Last Lion Box Set
Private First Class Jessica Lynch tells of her life in Palestine, West
Virginia and recounts the details of her capture, imprisonment, and
dramatic rescue during the Iraq War.

The Big Book of Barry Ween, Boy Genius
As ex-priest Daniel Kilgore and the spirit of his dead brother settle
into their role as Haunt, the mysterious creature The Apparition
comes along and inexplicably chases the superhero.

7" Kara
Sophisticated works by an international cast of award winning
artists. A daring and diverse collection of comics by modern greats.

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts
Children in Our World. Heroes in Another. What if you and your
friends went to another world every time you went to sleep? What if
you spent half your life on Earth and the other half fighting for
survival against foes too terrible to be real? And what if you could
never tell anyone? This is reality for the Realm Keepers: six kids
from Earth thrust into a terrifying war between Midrealm and
Chaos. Plucked from their ordinary lives and given extraordinary
powers, they're the only thing standing between us and destruction.
In Episode Three, Raven is still coming to grips with her new life as
a Realm Keeper. Chaos is striking hard, pushing the barrier back,
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Raven thinks that she could care less about this new world and the
people in it, the stakes are about to get a lot more personal. The
adventure in Midrealm continues. Add it to your cart now!

The Star Wars Sketchbook
From Noelle Stevenson, the New York Times bestselling authorillustrator of Nimona, comes a captivating, honest illustrated
memoir that finds her turning an important corner in her creative
journey—and inviting readers along for the ride. In a collection of
essays and personal mini-comics that span eight years of her young
adult life, author-illustrator Noelle Stevenson charts the highs and
lows of being a creative human in the world. Whether it’s hearing
the wrong name called at her art school graduation ceremony or
becoming a National Book Award finalist for her debut graphic
novel, Nimona, Noelle captures the little and big moments that
make up a real life, with a wit, wisdom, and vulnerability that are all
her own.

French Baroque and Rococo Fashions
An in-world, humorous guide to everything Etheria, from She-Ra's
POV! Complete with magic sequins on the cover.

Marvel Visionaries
African Religion VOL 3: Memphite Theology: MYSTERIES OF
MIND Mystical Psychology & Mental Health for Enlightenment
and Immortality based on the Ancient Egyptian Philosophy of
Menefer -Mysticism of Ptah, Egyptian Physics and Yoga
Metaphysics and the Hidden properties of Matter. This volume
uncovers the mystical psychology of the Ancient Egyptian wisdom
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of Menefer (Memphite Theology). How to understand the mind and
how to control the senses and lead the mind to health, clarity and
mystical self-discovery. This Volume will also go deeper into the
philosophy of God as creation and will explore the concepts of
modern science and how they correlate with ancient teachings. This
Volume will lay the ground work for the understanding of the
philosophy of universal consciousness and the initiatic/yogic insight
into who or what is God?

I Am a Soldier, Too
The Vampire Tarot ties the tales and mythic figures associated with
the vampire legend to the equally iconographic figures and forms of
the tarot. This book explores the history of the vampire starting with
Bram Stoker's classic 1897 novel, Dracula, as well as those writings
that inspired Stoker and the vampire lore that derived from it.
Stoker and his most famous work were both closely tied to the
classic Rider-Waite-Coleman tarot. Now, author-illustrator Robert
M. Place brings these two mythic traditions together with this
extensively researched book that guides the reader through the
subtleties and parallels within The Vampire Tarot, providing a
guide for getting the most out of reading. Sure to delight not only
tarot devotees but the general fan of the vampire mythos as well.

Queen Victoria's Sketchbook
Meet Barry Ween, the smartest living human. What does a ten-yearold boy do with a 350 I.Q.? Anything he wants! Cranky, egotistical,
arrogant, and foul-mouthed, Barry in general wants to conduct his
experiments and be left alone, but it never seems to work out.
Hurdles that Barry must outmaneuver range from time warps, to art
thieves, to inter-dimensional warfare with gorillas, to accidentally
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all three BARRY WEEN mini-series—12 issues in all—for a
complete compilation of the hit series, THE ADVENTURES OF
BARRY WEEN, BOY GENIUS.

Gainsborough ; John Constable, R.A.
Collecting Steve Rogers: Super-Soldier #1-4, Captain America
Comics #1. Originally a 90-pound weakling from New York City's
Lower East Side, Steve Rogers was transformed into Captain
America by the legendary Super-Soldier serum - shortly before the
formula was lost, seemingly forever. But now, years later, the
grandson of the treatment's creator has rediscovered the serum and
plans to sell it to the highest bidder. Suddenly, Rogers is confronted
with the possibility of a world overrun by Super-Soldiers, in which
any despot willing to pony up the cash could have his very own
unstoppable army. Can Rogers prevent the formula from changing
hands before it's too late?

The Multiversity (2014-) #2
French fashions from 1640–1775, depicted in 45 full-page blackand-white illustrations. Portraits of farmers, street vendors, and
aristocrats, all with informative captions.

He-Man/Thundercats (2016-) #6
He-Man and She-Ra entranced boys and girls everywhere with
their animated adventures that offered cartoon excitement and
moral guidance. Now, Dark Horse Books is proud to present the
official companion to He-Man and the Masters of the Universeand
She-Ra: Princess of Power, featuring story synopses, animation
processes, and trivia for every episode! * Written by animator and
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He-Man and She-Ra: A Complete Guide to the Classic
Animated Adventures
From the award-winning creator of LIBERTY MEADOWS,
Zombie King, and Jungle Girl, this collection showcases CHO's
past and present illustrations of the female form and fantastic beasts.

Callum's Spellbook (The Dragon Prince)
A compilation of costume designs and illustrations depicted in a
fresh art nouveau style. Every page offers full colour illustrations and
written insights into the concept and details behind the costumes.
They offer a new twist on some much loved characters across
numerous iconic series and is a source of inspiration for anyone with
a love of all things geeky!

The Vampire Tarot
Trust Dreams. Trust your heart, and trust your story. A renowned
storyteller whose words have transported readers to magical realms
and an acclaimed illustrator of lushly imagined fairy-tale landscapes
guide a traveler safely through lands unknown and yet strangely
familiar . . . . . . and home again.

The Victorian Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty
the Queen
- A classic of science-fiction is reborn in Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist.
Inspired by Alex Raymond's legendary tales of invasion, action, and
romance on the distant planet Mongo, and under the artistic
supervision of renowned artist Alex Ross, Zeitgeist returns Flash
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Earth is attacked by a powerful alien invasion force, led by the
sinister, all-seeing Ming the Merciless. And this time, he does not
fight alone. Allied with the sinister spymaster Klytus, his exotic and
treacherous daughter, Princess Aura and Adolf Hitler! Three valiant
humans - iconic hero Flash Gordon, the tough, determined Dale
Arden, and the brilliant scientist Hans Zarkov - are plucked from
our world and rocketed into another universe of fearsome creatures,
noble and savage alien species, ancient science, and titanic threats.
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